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The Vision for Space Exploration
Conceived in response to loss of

Columbia Space Shuttle, Feb. 1
2003

Five steps:
Return Shuttle to flight
Complete ISS assembly and retire

Shuttle
Build new human spacecraft (CEV) for

transport beyond LEO
Return to the Moon with people and

robots to explore and prepare for
voyages beyond

Human missions to Mars and other
destinations

Proposed by President Bush,
endorsed by 109th Congress
VSE is now national policy

Today I announce a new plan to explore space and
extend a human presence across our solar system. We
will begin the effort quickly, using existing programs and
personnel. We'll make steady progress – one mission,
one voyage, one landing at a time.

President George W. Bush - January 14, 2004
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What’s It All About?

A journey, not a race
Incremental steps, cumulative
No turning back
Build-up space-faring

infrastructure
Robotic precursors lead the way
Expanding sphere of human

“reach”
Human-robotic partnership and

synergy
Can humans thrive off-planet?
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What’s the value of exploration?
Humans explore because it conveys an evolutionary

advantage
exploration broadens experience and imagination,

permitting better prediction of the future,
ensuring better odds for survival

curiosity and its satisfaction is intellectually and
emotionally satisfying

Exploration improves our ability to solve problems
increased imagination and knowledge base permits

recognition of innovative approaches and
solutions

helps focus energies on posing the right questions,
or, questions that can be addressed and
answered

Exploration excites and inspires the creative,
productive segments of society
permits intellectual connections and relations that

might not otherwise occur (the ‘ah-ha!’
syndrome)

Frontiers are unknown, mysterious places that
stimulate imagination
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Exploration ≠ Science
Exploration is going into the unknown,

probing the frontier, looking over
the next hill.
It has structure, but is not directed
Discoveries sometimes build on each

other, sometimes are isolated
Science is the process by which we

explain nature
It has a well-defined, directed

structure (observation, hypothesis,
experiment, verification)

Scientific knowledge is cumulative
and self-correcting

Both are dynamic, not static.  Science
always follows exploration

Exploration precedes and enables science
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Exploration and Science

Exploration is broader and
richer than science
Security and asset protection
Wealth creation
Settlement and infrastructure
development

Exploration enables science
Access to remote locales and
exotic environments
Exploratory infrastructure
permits scientific investigation

“Exploration without science is tourism” – A  NASA official
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Why Human Spaceflight?
The rational dimension

People bring unique capabilities to space
exploration
Conduct field science, requiring intense

interaction of human with environment
Repair and maintain complex equipment

and installations
Machines do not and will not possess

intelligence of necessary magnitude to
explore the solar system
Robots are good for remote, hostile

environments to provide first-order
reconnaissance

Robots can be designed to answer focused
questions (hypothesis testing) or make
precision measurements

But:  We don’t always know ahead of time what
measurements are significant and which are irrelevant
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Why Human Spaceflight?
The emotional dimension

Inspiration
People in space are our surrogates; vicarious

exploration
Cathedral building; scale is too big for one

generation
A human window onto the universe

Drama
Marked upsurge of public interest during crises

(e.g., Apollo 13)
Emotion and curiosity (about past and future)
A modern gladiatorial contest, without the gore

Spectacle
Invokes our pioneer/frontier origins
Encourages a communal perspective
Belief in the future; something bigger than

ourselves
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Why the Moon?
It’s close

Three days away and easily
accessible (as near as GEO)

Transport system to Moon can also
access GEO, cislunar, Earth-Sun
Lagrangians, and some asteroids

It’s interesting
Moon contains a record of planetary

history, evolution and processes
unavailable for study on Earth or
elsewhere

It’s useful
Retire risk to future planetary missions

by re-acquiring experience and
testing with lunar missions

Development of lunar resources has
potential to be a major
advancement in space logistics
capability
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Science
Learning about the Moon and the universe

The Moon records the
history of the sun and
galaxy

The Moon records the
history of the Earth-
Moon system

The Moon: A miniature
museum of planetary
processes
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A record of the ancient Sun

Moon’s surface is bathed
in solar wind, cosmic
rays

Dust grains retain these
particles

Regolith retains historical
record of these fluxes

Detailed study by
humans can retrieve
this record

Reconstruct history and
evolution of Sun,
galaxy
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Impact episodicity?

KT impact 65 my ago
wiped out 85% of all
fossil species

Incomplete statistics
suggest such impacts
may occur
periodically

Earth geological record
too incomplete to
assess the effect

Moon retains impact
record of Earth-Moon
system
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A museum of planetary processes
Differentiation - magma

oceans, crust and
mantle

Impact - basins and
craters, mixing of the
crust

Volcanism - partial melting,
eruptions, flow
sequence and
compositions

Tectonism - deformation of
the crust and thermal
history

Volatiles - history,
production and escape
mechanisms
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A Place to Live and Work in Space

A natural Space Station, already
in Earth orbit, ready to inhabit

Learn the skills we need to live
off-planet

Learn how to explore planetary
surfaces (the roles of humans
and machines)

Societal and psychological
impacts of  human space
communities

Opportunities for exploration and
discovery
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Becoming a Space-faring Species
A school for exploration

How do we best explore planetary
surfaces?

Field science and reconnaissance
Humans and robots
Telepresence: The solution?

A place to live and work off-planet
Learn the skills to survive and thrive
Efficiency and synergy with other

space activities
Cislunar commercial zone
Lunar industrialization

A stepping stone to the Solar System
Testing ground for systems,

procedures, strategies
Reusability and reliability
Off-planet repair and modification of

systems
Planetary mission rehearsal and

simulation
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Resources
Materials and Energy for Space and Earth

Water ice in shadowed regions
of both poles

Extract oxygen, metals from
lunar materials for
construction, propellant

Retrieve solar-wind gases (e.g.,
hydrogen and other volatiles)
implanted on lunar dust
grains

Collect solar energy with
photoelectric arrays built from
lunar materials and beam
energy to Earth or  cislunar
space
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Materials on the Moon can be
processed to make hydrogen
and oxygen for use on the
Moon and for export to Earth-
Moon (cislunar) space

Propellant produced on the
Moon can make travel within
and through cislunar space
routine

This eventuality will
completely change the
spaceflight paradigm

Routine access to cislunar
space has important
economic and strategic
implications

The Value of Lunar Resources
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The Moon: Gateway to the Universe
“If God wanted man to become a space-faring species, He would have

given man a Moon.” — Krafft Ehricke

Learn about the Moon, the Earth-
Moon system, the solar system, and
the universe by scientifically
exploring the Moon

Acquire the skills and build the
systems on the Moon that we need
to become a multi-planet species

Develop and use the material and
energy resources of the Moon to
create new space-faring capability
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Space – A New Rationale
Explore to broaden our

knowledge and
imagination base

Prosper by using the
unlimited energy and
materials of space to
increase our wealth

Secure the world by using
the assets of space to
protect the planet and
ourselves


